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South America and about hah7 of the Atlantic
Ocean Others are no more than a. few thousand
square kilometres in size But they ate all
moving about relative to one another like ice
floes hi pack ice Where two plates move apart
hot material rises from the isthenosphere to fill
the gap partly melts ana gives rise to a chain of
volcanoes and a thin volcanic crust This is how
ocean basins form and grow larger In the Atian
tic the Mid Atlantic Ridge marks the line along
which plates axe moving apart and where new
ocean is being formed Long narrow pieces of
ocean such as the Bed Sea and the Gulf of Call
forma mark where a continent has just begun to
split apart and a new ocean is forming Where
two plates slide past one another a great tear
fc.ult results Such a fault is the San Andreas
fault which runs from the Gulf of California to
San Francisco Jerky movement on this fault
gave rise to the great San Francisco earthauake
of 1900 and could give rise to another earthauake
there at any tune
"Where two plates move together the result
depends on the nature of the crust forming the
plates If at least one of the plates is oceanic
the oceanic crust dips down into the mantle and
slides away to great depths -until it eventually
merges with the asthenosphere Along this dip
ping sheet of crust strong earthquakes occur and
frictional heating of the sheet leads to melting and
the production of quantities of lava Examples
of such boundaries are the Andes where the
Pacific Ocean dips beneath South America and
Indonesia where the Indian Ocean dips below
Asia "When both plates are continental on the
other hand the crust is too thick and bouyant to
slide into the mantle and a collision results
giving rise to a fold mountain chain Eventually
the movement grinds to a halt the plates weld
together and the fold mountains become dormant
The Himalayas were formed in this way from the
recent collision of India and Asia The evidence
 that has led to these conclusions is too complex
to summarise here It comes from a study of
rock magnetism earthquakes the flow of heat
from inside the earth and even from the shapes of
the continents that must match across the oceans
by which thei have been split apart Conflrma
tion has come from a series of holes driEed in the
ocean which has shown how the crust becomes
younger towards the centres of the oceans
Hates of movement of plates have been ealou
lated ranging from a few milhrneijes a year to ten
centimetres a year The faster movements can
be measured directlj on the ground bv such simple
techniques as looking at the displacement of
railway lines walls and roads but the slower
ones and those beneath the oceans must be
measured by more indirect geophysical methods
The mechanism by which this movement takes
place is still unknown Are the plates pulled by
their sinking edges or pushed by their rising
edges or moved by some other means? But it
cannot be doubted that the movement does
happen and that it holds the bey to the develop
ment of the earth s crust «inee the time it was
first formed See Plate Tectonics, Part VI
The Rest
There is a lot more to the study of the earth than
has been possible to set down, here Tie oceans
the atmosphere and the rocks of the crust all
interact with one another m their development m
a complex way The surface of the earth has
gradually changed as life has evolved over thou
sands of millions of years and Ice ages have coma
and gone changing the surface again and again
Just as important is the economic potential of the
earth on which we depend for all of our energy
and all raw materials This section, has given tie
basic framework within which such further
investigations are carried out to help the reader
understand as he reads more widely
II     PHYSICS—THE FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE
OF  MATTER
WHAT PHYSICS IS ABOUT
Anyone compelled by curiosity or professional
interest to look into contemporary journals of
pure physics research is soon struck by the fact
that the old text book division of physics into
heat light sound electricity and magnetism
has become very blurred The indispensable
periodical of research summaries fhystes Ab-
stracts contains about 3 000 entries a month under
many separate headings Thia is very daunting
even to the experienced physicist and as a token
of the human effort devoted to one single branch
of science it is impressive for variety for degree
of specialisation and for sheer volume How
can the main features of this great work be
presented to the non specialist?
Two different though complementary seo
tionfl can be distinguished First there is the
physics concerned with the properties of matter
in bulk with BOhds liquids and gases and with
those odd but very important substances such
as paints plastic solutions and jelly like material
which are neither properly solid nor liquid In
this vast domain of physics questions like this
are asked "Why te Iron magnetic copper not?
What happens when solids melt? Why do some
liquids flow more easily than others? Why do
gome things conduct electricity well, others badly
some not at all? During the last century particu
larly the last few decades it has become clear
that such questions can be answered only by
raising and solving others first In particular
we must ask (1) Of what nature are the invisible
particles of which matter is composed? and (il)
How are those particles arranged in bulk mat
ter?
The first of these two questions has generated
the second major category of modern physics
this is the physics of particles and of the forces
that particles exert on each other In this field,
which represents science at its most fundamental,
questions like this are asked If matter is com
 posed of small units or particles what ate they
like? How many kinds of particle are there?
Do the particles possess mass? electric charge?
magnetism? How do the particles influence eaoh
other? How can their motion be described and
predicted?
Once scientists became convinced that matter
did indeed consist of particles the arrangement
of the particles in matter became an important
question. This is the problem of structure It
was discovered by von Lane in Germany and "by
W H and W L Bragg m England, that the
structure of solids could be inferred from the way
Xrays are reflected It is well known that
X rays can penetrate solids In doing bo they
encounter successive layers of particles and are
reflected from them. The reflections reveal
how far apart the layers are and how the particles
are arranged in space This is the technique of
X ray crystallography By now it has shown
that most solid matter is crystalline ie it con
easts of a regular pattern of particles repeated over
and over again to fill the volume of the solid—
just as a wallpaper is covered by repeated units
of design The units in a crystal are very small
often about 10~a cm across and the particles in
them are very dose together
Liquids on the other hand, have no repeated
pattern but constet of particles -which are jumbled
up though still very closely packed—like marbles
hi a bag In gases the particles are widely
separated and moving rapidly about the average
distance between particles in air is about 10 times
that in ordinary solids and air particles have an
average speed of 5 x 10* cm per sec (l 000
mp.h)
In general, therefore the structure of matter
is fairly well understood. This does not mean
that structure studies are out of date but only
that now they are devoted to elucidating the
structure of particular substances often extremely
complex ones each as are found in living matter
We shall therefore say no more about structure

